
How to get from the Prague Airport to the conference hotel 
 

There are two possibilities of getting from the Prague airport to the conference hotel (Hotel 
International Prague): 

1) Taking a taxi 
2) Using public transport 

 

Taking a taxi 

Right in front of the Arrival lounge in the airport, there are always Taxi waiting for customers. This is 
certified taxi company serving the airport. It is not possible to call Uber to the Prague airport because 
it has restricted access to the arrival lounge. The price for taking the taxi to the hotel may vary and 
would be approximately 25-30 EUR. 

 

Taking a public transport 

After leaving the Arrival lounge in the airport, there is a bus stop to city centre. The bus line is 
number 119 and it goes every 4 minutes (10 minutes in the evening). In the night time (00-04), it is 
recommended to take a taxi instead. There are public transport tickets (see HERE) which can be 
bought in the bus stop area (there are vending machines). The tickets are valid for all kinds of public 
transport and are only time-limited (you can transfer between different kinds of public transport 
with a single ticket as long as it is time-valid). 

The bus 119 goes to Metro station Nádraží Veleslavín (final stop) and the journey takes 15 minutes: 

 

Once arriving to the Metro station Nádraží Veleslavín, enter the underground. There is only one 
metro line (Green) and two directions. Take a direction to Depo Hostivař (the track on the right-hand 
upon entering the metro station). Take two-station journey to Dejvická and leave the underground. 

https://pid.cz/en/travelling-around-prague/
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Leti%C5%A1t%C4%9B+V%C3%A1clava+Havla+Praha+(PRG),+Aviatick%C3%A1,+161+00+Praha+6/N%C3%A1dra%C5%BE%C3%AD+Veleslav%C3%ADn,+Praha+6/@50.1027592,14.2948094,14z/data=!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x470bbfa7db790dcb:0x2fad80d1aca4f6ac!2m2!1d14.2631811!2d50.101791!1m5!1m1!1s0x470b9561ff15eccb:0xd2d34c347b450e8!2m2!1d14.3472089!2d50.095875!3e3


Now, it is possible to either take a short walk (1km): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Dejvick%C3%A1/Hotel+International+Prague,+Koulova,+Praha+6/@50.1051691,14.3921809,16.25z/data=!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x470b953b56ac4807:0x8d0f44f1f7325451!2m2!1d14.39266!2d50.100616!1m5!1m1!1s0x470b95310b7a1b47:0xe0a0dd81047a07e4!2m2!1d14.3937554!2d50.1099089!3e2


Or it is possible to take a bus ride instead: 

 

The bus line is 107 or 147 and it is the next stop called Čínská. The bus stops directly in front of the 
hotel. 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Dejvick%C3%A1/%C4%8C%C3%ADnsk%C3%A1,+160+00+Praha+6/@50.1045484,14.393296,16.54z/data=!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x470b9524c6daee8f:0x10a5f34a425ac8c6!2m2!1d14.394836!2d50.101414!1m5!1m1!1s0x470b9531a6606d35:0xb1ea5d225bd131ba!2m2!1d14.394257!2d50.1086878!3e3
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